SELAQUI INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
SUMMER VACATION ASSIGNMENT 2017-18
CLASS VII

ENGLISH
1. Students will read the chapter ‘The gift of chappals’.
2. They have to write a diary entry about an incident when they were disrespectful and
disobedient to someone. Keep in mind the following points. Why did it happen? Was it the
right thing to do? What were the consequences? How did it make the other person feel?
Will they repeat the behaviour? Why or why not? What did they learn from the experience?
3. They will also compose their own jingles/ Poem on the theme 'The pleasure of helping others'.
4. They will complete writing in the cursive writing book.

HINDI

MATHEMATICS
1. Compile a project on ‘Monthly Home-Budget’ for your family for the month of June 2017.
Collect information regarding(i)

Total Monthly Income of the Family.

(ii)

Monthly Expenditure on various heads like Food Articles
 Education
 Clothing
 Toiletries and Cosmetics

 Recreation and Entertainment
 Bills, payments and salaries
 Miscellaneous expenses

(iii)

Total Monthly Savings

The layout of the project will be as follows:
Title Page, Table of Contents, Acknowledgement, Introduction-Meaning of Budget and Home
Budget, Monthly Family Income, Monthly expenses under various heads/categories (stated
above), Monthly savings, Arrangement of the data in tabular form, Diagrammatic
representation of the data in the form of bar-graph and finally Conclusion.
2.

Visit around 50 families in your locality/neighborhood/apartment and collect information
regarding the number of children in the family. (no children, one child, two children, three
children etc. ). Then follow the steps as given below: (Use project file ruled papers)
(i)

Write the given task as the heading.

(ii)

Write the collected data/information neatly.

(iii)

Arrange the data in ascending order. Find the ‘Mode’ of the data.

(iv)

Write the given data in the form of a tally marks and a frequency table.
Number of
Children
0
1
2
3 & so on

(v)

Tally Marks

Frequency
(No. of families)

On a graph paper, represent the above information by a bar-graph. (Take number of
children on x-axis and number of families on y-axis. Take scale: 1 cm = 2 families)

(vi)

Next, find the probability of the number of families with (a) no child (b) two children
(c) three children

(d) more than 4 children

(e) less than 3 children

(Important: The given assignments will be evaluated after summer vacation and holds
10% weight-age in Half-Yearly Examination)

SCIENCE
1. Make a news-letter to show current happening in the field of science and also mention the date
and source of news.
2. Make a scrap book with the cuttings of different types of fabrics (natural & artificial). The
fabrics should be well labeled. Also paste the leaves of different colors that you have collected.
3. Take the pictures of leaves of different color, parasites (cuscuta), saprophytes, insectivorous
plants and symbiotic plants and make a power point presentation of it.


In the presentation along with the picture you have to mention the name of the plant,
where you found that pant and on which date.(don’t take the pictures from internet)

SOCIAL STUDIES
Topic: Interior Structure of the Earth
Type: PROJECT in a scrapbook.
Instructions:
1. Word Limit- Not lesser than 200 words, not to exceed 300 words.
2. The project must be hand written. Students may stick pictures taken out from the net, or books.
3. The Project must have the following framework

Acknowledgment. Mention the name of the project, name of teacher and subject.



Index- Make a table showing heading, subheading and respective page numbers.



Content of the Project- This will include the body of content.



References/Bibliography- Mention names of all the websites, textbooks used for the project.

4. Students may refer to the textbook, internet, encyclopedia or any other source for reference.
5. Project will be evaluated on content, presentation and neatness.

